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Whether you’re looking for something small, sporty, or spacious Nissan’s 
Motability range offers you plenty of options. 

In this brochure you’ll discover the prices for a wide choice of reliable, well-
equipped, surprisingly affordable vehicles – with a range of models available 
through Nissan’s Motability Programme.

The price tables will help you decide which vehicles suit your finances.  
Simply select the model and transmission type that takes your interest and 
move along the table to the right. From here, you’ll be able to see if an advance 
payment is required as well as how much of your DLA, PIP, AFIP, WPMS 
Allowance your choice of car will use each month.

Whatever your lifestyle and budget, let us help you get behind the wheel of a 
brand new Nissan.

For more information, please get in touch with your Nissan Motability 
Specialist at a local Nissan Dealership: www.nissan.co.uk/dealer-locator 

Good Condition Bonus 
If you return your car in good condition, you could be eligible to receive the  
Good Condition Bonus from Motability Operations. The amount you receive 
depends on the length of the agreement: it’s currently £600 for a three-year 
lease and £900 for a five-year lease.

For more information please click here

INTRODUCTION
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NISSAN MICRA

Stylish on the outside. Smart, spacious 
and comfortable on the inside. The 
Nissan Micra is designed around 
you. Audacious by nature, Micra’s 
expressive yet premium design 
inside and out will get your pulse 
racing. With its signature floating 
roofline, Micra combines city car 
practicality with bold, fearless 
design and impeccable attention 
to detail. It is packed with Nissan 
Intelligent Mobility features, 
which are designed to keep you 
safe on the road* and help you 
move through life.

Key Features Available from 
Acenta Vision Pack Grade:
• Apple CarPlay® & Android 

Auto®** 
• Rear Parking Sensors 
• Intelligent Emergency 

Braking
*It is your responsibility to stay alert, drive safely and be in 
control of the vehicle at all times. Driver assist features have 
speed and other limitations and should not be solely relied 
on. For more information, please refer to the owner’s 
manual or visit www.nissan.co.uk.techterms.

**Apple CarPlay® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. 
Android is a trademark of Google LLC. NissanConnect with 
Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto® should only be used 
when it is safe to do so in accordance with the Highway 
Code. For compatible devices, visit https://www.nissan.
co.uk/ownership/nissan-infotainment-system/android-
auto-apple-carplay.html
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NISSAN MICRA

VTN Model Fuel Type Transmission
DLA, PIP or AFIP holders WPMS holders

Advance Payment Weekly Rental WPMS AP Weekly Rental

679333 Acenta RPS* Petrol Manual £0 T/A £0 £65.79

681121 Acenta Vision Pack Petrol Manual £0 T/A £0 £65.79

681118 N-Sport Petrol Manual £0 T/A £0 £65.79

681116 Tekna Petrol Manual £199 T/A £0 £67.10

678948 Acenta RPS* Petrol X-Tronic £0 T/A £0 £65.79

681119 Acenta Vision Pack Petrol X-Tronic £0 T/A £0 £65.79

681115 Tekna Petrol X-Tronic £549 T/A £0 £69.40

DLA = Disability Living Allowance
PIP = Personal Independence Payment
AFIP = Armed Forces Independence Payment 
WPMS = War Pensioners Mobility Supplement
T/A = Total Allowance
*RPS = Rear Parking Sensors

Prices effective from 1st April 2022 to 30th June 2022
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NISSAN JUKE

The Nissan Juke redefines compact crossovers 
with bigger personality, better performance  
and ground-breaking technologies. Its  
dynamic design and sporty styling make 
a powerful statement wherever it goes. 
The Juke is packed with Intelligent driving 
technologies designed to help you move 
through life with more confidence, more 
excitement and more connection with  
the world around you.

Key Features available from 
N-Connecta Grade:

• Intelligent Lane Intervention

• 8” Touchscreen  
Entertainment System with 
Navigation and Apple CarPlay® & 
Android Auto®**

• Front/Rear Parking Sensors and 
Rear View Camera

**Apple CarPlay® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Android is a 
trademark of Google LLC. NissanConnect with Apple CarPlay® and 
Android Auto® should only be used when it is safe to do so in 
accordance with the Highway Code. For compatible devices, visit 
https://www.nissan.co.uk/ownership/nissan-infotainment-system/
android-auto-apple-carplay.html6



NISSAN JUKE

VTN Model Fuel Type Transmission
DLA, PIP or AFIP holders WPMS holders

Advance Payment Weekly Rental WPMS AP Weekly Rental

682045 N-Connecta  Petrol Manual £299 T/A £0 £67.76

682035 Tekna Petrol Manual £999 T/A £54 £72.00

682042 N-Connecta Petrol DCT £899 T/A £45 £71.40

682032 Tekna Petrol DCT £1,849 T/A £686 T/A

DLA = Disability Living Allowance
PIP = Personal Independence Payment
AFIP = Armed Forces Independence Payment 
WPMS = War Pensioners Mobility Supplement
T/A = Total Allowance

Prices effective from 1st April 2022 to 30th June 2022
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ALL-NEW NISSAN QASHQAI

The Qashqai is established as one of the 
most popular Motability vehicles in the 
UK and the All-New Nissan Qashqai raises 
the bar once again, with elegant design 
and premium technologies guaranteed 
to elevate your drive. 
Bolder and even better equipped, New 
Qashqai is also safer thanks to new 
technologies and driving aids aimed 
at supporting you and allowing you to 
have the smoothest and safest drive 
possible. Although unmistakably a 
Qashqai, It has undergone a Super-
Evolution with a fresh exterior 
design and an uplifting interior.
If you require anything more, 
we offer a range of Motability 
adaptations.

Key Features available from 
Acenta Premium:
• Rear View Camera
• 8” NissanConnect with 

connected services including 
wired Apple CarPlay® & 
Android Auto®**

• Intelligent front emergency 
braking with pedestrian, 
cyclist & junction assist

**Apple CarPlay® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. 
Android is a trademark of Google LLC. NissanConnect 
with Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto® should only be 
used when it is safe to do so in accordance with the 
Highway Code. For compatible devices, visit https://
www.nissan.co.uk/ownership/nissan-infotainment-
system/android-auto-apple-carplay.html8



ALL-NEW NISSAN QASHQAI

VTN Model Fuel Type Transmission
DLA, PIP or AFIP holders WPMS holders

Advance Payment Weekly Rental WPMS AP Weekly Rental

680025 Acenta Premium 1.3 DIG-T 140PS Mild Hybrid Petrol Manual £1,299 T/A £136 T/A

680019 N-Connecta Glass Roof 1.3 DIG-T 140PS Mild Hybrid Petrol Manual £2,499 T/A £1,336 T/A

680017 Tekna 1.3 DIG-T 140PS Mild Hybrid Petrol Manual £3,249 T/A £2,086 T/A

680024 Acenta Premium 1.3 DIG-T 158PS Mild Hybrid Petrol Xtronic £1,999 T/A £836 T/A

680018 N-Connecta Glass Roof 1.3 DIG-T 158PS Mild Hybrid Petrol Xtronic £3,199 T/A £2,036 T/A

680016 Tekna 1.3 DIG-T 158PS Mild Hybrid Petrol Xtronic £3,999 T/A £2,836 T/A

DLA = Disability Living Allowance
PIP = Personal Independence Payment
AFIP = Armed Forces Independence Payment 
WPMS = War Pensioners Mobility Supplement
T/A = Total Allowance

Prices effective from 1st April 2022 to 30th June 2022
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NISSAN LEAF

The all electric Nissan LEAF, a pioneer in its 
segment, is now being offered for 
Motability customers.

It is equipped with the latest Intelligent 
Driving technologies, making it the 
perfect expression of smart & 
sustainable Nissan Intelligent Mobility.

With its range up to 239 Miles*  
from every charge of its 59kWh 
battery,  the advanced Nissan LEAF 
represents low running costs, making 
sense for your pocket and the planet.

Key features available from Acenta 
grade:
• e-Pedal
• Nissan Safety Shield including 

Lane Departure Warning, 
Intelligent Emergency Braking 
with Pedestrian Recognition, 
Intelligent Lane Intervention, 
Intelligent Cruise Control, 
Rear Cross Traffic Alert & 
High-Beam Assist

• Apple CarPlay® and Android 
Auto®** Smartphone App 
Integration

**Apple CarPlay® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. 
Android is a trademark of Google LLC. NissanConnect 
with Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto® should only be 
used when it is safe to do so in accordance with the 
Highway Code. For compatible devices, visit https://
www.nissan.co.uk/ownership/nissan-infotainment-
system/android-auto-apple-carplay.html
*Figures 59kWh (LEAF e+) batteries. Time dependent 
on charging conditions, including charger type and 
condition, battery temperature as well as ambient 
temperature at point of use.10



NISSAN LEAF

VTN Model Fuel Type Transmission
DLA, PIP or AFIP holders WPMS holders

Advance Payment Weekly Rental WPMS AP Weekly Rental

676809 Acenta 39kWh Electric Automatic £0 T/A £0 £65.79

676808 Acenta Tech Pack 39kWh Electric Automatic £249 T/A £0 £67.43

676807 N-Connecta 39kWh Electric Automatic £499 T/A £0 £69.07

676803 N-Connecta ProPilot Pack 39kWh Electric Automatic £749 T/A £0 £70.72

676806 Tekna 39kWh Electric Automatic £999 T/A £54 £72.00

676805 e+ N-Connecta 59kWh Electric Automatic £1,999 T/A £836 T/A

676801 e+ N-Connecta ProPilot Pack 59kWh Electric Automatic £2,249 T/A £1,086 T/A

676804 e+ Tekna 59kWh Electric Automatic £2,499 T/A £1,366 T/A

DLA = Disability Living Allowance
PIP = Personal Independence Payment
AFIP = Armed Forces Independence Payment 
WPMS = War Pensioners Mobility Supplement
T/A = Total Allowance

Prices effective from 1st April 2022 to 30th June 2022
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NISSAN LEAF

1Range figures are obtained from laboratory testing in accordance with EU legislation and are intended for comparison between the different types of vehicles. The information does not refer to a particular individual vehicle and 
does not constitute part of the offer. Figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare figures with vehicles tested to the same technical procedures. The electric range shown achieved using the new (WLTP) test 
procedure. Figures obtained after the battery was fully charged. Actual real world driving results may vary depending on factors such as the starting charge of the battery, accessories fitted after registration, weather conditions, 
driving styles and vehicle load. 
2Figures quoted for 39 kWh (LEAF) and 59kWh (LEAF e+) batteries. Indicated charging time based on starting charge of 20% and use of a CHAdeMO (50KW) rapid charger. Time may vary depending on charging conditions 
including charger type and condition, battery temperature and ambient temperature at point of use. The Nissan LEAF is designed to support the majority of journeys in daily life and is equipped with charging safeguards to 
protect the battery during repeated rapid charging sessions in a short period of time. The time taken for successive rapid charging can take longer if the battery temperature activates the battery safeguarding technology.
3ProPILOT is standard on Tekna and e+ Tekna, optional from N-Connecta grades. You should not rely solely on driver convenience features. Some features may not work in all conditions and circumstances. Speed and other 
limitations apply. ProPILOT is an Advanced Driver Assistance technology but cannot prevent collisions. ProPILOT is intended for “Eyes on/ Hands On” for motorways only (road separated by Barriers). It is the driver’s responsibility 
to stay alert, drive safely and be able to take control of the vehicle at any time. For terms and conditions relating to Nissan technologies, please click here.

HOW FAR CAN I GO

GO THE DISTANCE WITH NISSAN LEAF
LEAF

UP TO

NISSAN LEAF - AT HOME IN THE CITY
With 150PS2 of 100% electric power, plus e-Pedal and ProPILOT3 

technologies for safer, easier driving, Nissan LEAF is ideal for  
everyday commutes and trips around town. 

NISSAN LEAF E+ - READY FOR THE OPEN ROAD
With its larger, power-enhanced battery and a high-power all-electric 

motor delivering up to 217PS2, Nissan LEAF e+ is at home on the 
open road for commuting without compromise.

FOR LONGER COMMUTEFOR CITY DRIVING

168 MILES1 239 MILES1

UP TO

LEAF E+
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NISSAN LEAF

EASY CHARGING, HOWEVER SUITS YOU BEST
There are several ways to charge your Nissan LEAF. At home, Motability Operations offer a free charging solution. On the go? A wide network of public 
charging stations also offer Type 2, while an increasing number offer 50 kW CHAdeMO capability.

Nissan LEAF Savings and Benefits here

HOW DO YOU CHARGE THE NISSAN LEAF?
With a large choice of charging modes from a domestic plug to  public chargers, Nissan LEAF adapts to your life, your rhythm and the way you drive.

YOU CAN CHARGE AT HOME OR AT WORK

CHARGE VIA A DOMESTIC SOCKET All Nissan LEAF versions come with the cable  you need to plug your car into the most convenient domestic socket for 
easy top up overnight or while at work.

MOTABILITY OPERATIONS OFFER A FREE CHARGING SOLUTION FOR LEAF DRIVERS When placing your application with your dealer, say yes to be contacted 
by a charger supplier. You’ll then be contacted by the supplier directly who will arrange the provision of a charging solution.

For more information on the Motability Operations offer of a charging solution please click here
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NISSAN LEAF

CHARGE ON THE GO EXTEND YOUR RANGE
Nissan LEAF offers you two driving modes designed to extend your range 
and make the most of the all-electric driving experience.

PUBLIC CHARGING STATIONS

There’s an ever growing network of 
public  charging stations where you 
can top up  your Nissan LEAF on 
the go. They are  along major 
roads, in petrol stations and  in 
several “public buildings”. Just plot 
your  itinerary on the map and 
choose the most  convenient one 
for the journey.

B MODE: RECOVER BRAKING 
ENERGY 

Serious about maxing out your 
range? Activate B Mode. It delivers 
more regenerative braking, which 
charges the battery without 
compromising on driving power.

LEAF FAVOURITE CHARGING 
STATIONS

As of 2019, over 160.000 charging 
points  exist across Europe 
including almost

10.000 QC with CHAdeMO protocol.  
Today, one new Quick Charger 
opens  every day in Europe*.

*European Alternative Fuels Observatory

ECO MODE 

Choose ECO Mode to limit engine 
output and save energy. It slightly 
increases regenerative braking to 
boost your range, too. To get the 
most mileage out of your Nissan 
LEAF, use B mode and ECO mode 
at the same time.
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The Nissan Motability Programme developed in association with the registered 
charity Motability helps you move through life with more confidence. 

Terms & Conditions:

Nissan reserves the right to amend or withdraw offers at any time without prior 
notice, including in the case of any events or circumstances beyond Nissan’s 
reasonable control.

1) Advance Payment offer valid for Motability applications from 1st April 2022 
to 30th June 2022 at participating dealers and subject to vehicle availability.

2) Advance Payment varies according to model grade. For more information  
on full range Advance Payment, please refer to the Nissan Motability Price List 
(Prices  effective from 1st April 2022 to 30th June 2022). 

3) Motability vehicles available at a fixed weekly cost for the duration of your  
3 year lease agreement. Where your weekly cost is less than your Motability 
total allowance, the difference will be paid directly to you by the Department  
for Work and Pensions (DWP) or Veterans UK depending on which allowance 
you receive.

4) Motability customers agree to pay all or part of the Motability Allowance 
(DLA, PIP, AFIP or WPMS) depending upon the vehicle chosen for the duration of 
the 3 year lease agreement.

For further information and details on the full range, please email your local 
Nissan Motability Accredited Dealer.

Images and descriptions shown are for guidance purposes. In some instances 
photos are of non-UK specification vehicles and do not represent a specific 
model, grade or offer. The features shown may not be available or may not be 
available as standard or only as option.

FURTHER INFORMATION
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NISSAN MOTOR (GB) LIMITED
The Rivers Office Park
Denham Way
Maple Cross
Rickmansworth
Hertfordshire
WD3 9YS

Visit our website at: www.nissan.co.uk/vehicles/motability.html

Prices effective from 1st April 2022 to 30th June 2022.  

The prices and models set out in the price guide are correct at the time of 
going to print, but may be subject to adjustment in the event of changes or 
vehicle availability.

Dealer stamp:

Nissan. Innovation that excites.


